A novel chemometric method, region orthogonal signal correction (ROSC), is proposed and applied to pretreat nearinfrared (NIR) spectra of blood glucose measured in vivo. Water is the most serious interference component in such kinds of noninvasive measurements, because it shows very high absorbance in the spectra. In the present study, the spectra of blood glucose in the range of 1212 -1889 nm are used, in which the absorption of water around 1440 nm is very high. ROSC aims at removing the interference signal due to water from the spectra by selecting a set of spectra with a special region of 1404 -1454 nm that mainly contain information about the variation of the interference component, water, and calculating the orthogonal components to the concentrations of glucose that will be removed. The difference between ROSC and orthogonal signal correction (OSC) is that ROSC uses a special region of spectra for the estimation of scores and loading weights of orthogonal components to pretreat the spectra in other regions, while OSC only uses one fixed region of spectra to calculate loadings, scores and weights of OSC components and removes the OSC components in the same region. A clear advantage of ROSC is that it is more interpretable than OSC, because one can select a spectral region to remove the variation of a special component such as water. Another chemometric method, moving window partial least squares (MWPLSR), is also used to select informative regions of glucose from the NIR spectra of blood glucose measured in vivo, leading to improved PLS models. Results of the application of ROSC demonstrate that ROSCpretreated spectra including the whole spectral region of 1212 -1889 nm or an informative region of 1600 -1730 nm selected by MWPLSR provide very good performance of the PLS models. Especially, the later region yields a model with RMSECV of 15.8911 mg/dL for four PLS components. ROSC is a potential chemometric technique in the pretreatment of various spectra.
Introduction
During the last few decades, demand for the in vivo measurement of blood glucose has been growing, mainly because the number of diabetics has been increasing significantly. For diabetic patients, especially type I patients, the in vivo monitoring of blood glucose is highly desirable. Since 1980s, near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has become a promising technique for in vivo analyses, with advantages such as rapidity, nondestructivity, and simplicity. The in vivo determination of blood glucose by NIR spectroscopy has recently received great interest. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Over the years, several NIR spectral regions have been examined for the determination of glucose, [1] [2] [3] and several capillary-rich locations in the body have been used to collect in vivo spectra such as tongue, 2 forearm, 2 webbing between the thumb and forefinger, 2 eye, 2 finger 4,5 and oral mucosa. 6 Various NIR systems for noninvasive measurements of blood glucose have been developed. For example, Robinson et al. 5 reported three different instrument configurations for measuring diffuse transmittance in NIR region. Heise et al. 7, 8 presented results through a diffuse reflectance measurement in the 1111 -1835 nm range with an optimized diffuse reflectance accessory. Jagemann et al. 9 and Fischbacher et al. 10 reported some studies on the NIR spectra recorded with fiber-optic probe.
Quite recently, Maruo et al. 11, 12 have proposed a new NIR system that enables one to detect very weak glucose signals with a high signal-to-noise ratio directly from human skin tissue. In this system, spectra in the range of 1300 -1900 nm are collected; this is where this band due to first overtones of CH stretching modes of blood components are expected to appear. Maruo et al. 11, 12 considered skin tissue as the most suitable part for blood glucose monitoring because it has a relatively simple anatomical structure and is only a few millimeters in depth. The skin spectra measured by the system show high absorbance around 1440 nm; this is assigned mainly to the combination of the antisymmetric and symmetric OH stretching modes of water. The large amount of water in blood, coupled with the strong NIR absorption characteristics of water, makes water become the primary interference component for glucose measurements in blood. Clearly, for such spectra, the removal of the strong absorbance of water will enhance relatively the signal-to-noise ratio of glucose signals and will improve the performance of a calibration model for the determination of blood glucose. Arnold and Small 3 developed a narrow-band-pass optical interference filter and a so-called digital Fourier filter to remove absorption variations of water and other blood constituents from NIR spectra for the low concentration determination of glucose in aqueous solutions. Yoon et al. 13 proposed a wavelength selection method to minimize interference from other components in the determination of glucose concentration by using the 800 -1800 nm region of NIR spectra. A defined function D was used in the selection of wavelengths, following some rules. Their algorithm was considered to allow a minimal interference of water.
The present study employed a novel chemometric method named region orthogonal signal correction (ROSC) for the pretreatment of NIR spectra to remove interference signals mainly of water from the spectra in the skin spectral determination of glucose contents. As we know, water, the main component in blood, contributes to high absorbance in the range of 1300 -1900 nm, which is commonly used in the glucose determination. Therefore, interference of water is so severe that absorption bands due to glucose cannot be observed in the spectra normally. Although the water bands dominate the spectra, such spectra provide information about the variation of water, by which one may be able to remove the signal of water. For example, this study will use the variations in the spectral range around 1440 nm, in which the spectra show the highest absorbance of water and very weak absorbance of glucose, to perform a pretreatment to the spectra in order to reduce the water interference.
Wold 14 introduced a chemometric method named orthogonal signal correction (OSC). The purpose of OSC is to remove strong structured variation (OSC components) from spectra that is not correlated to concentration, i.e., is orthogonal to concentration. Since the introduction of OSC, a number of different OSC algorithms [15] [16] [17] have been developed to improve the Wold's OSC procedure. Although these algorithms have different calculation procedures and slightly different calculation results, their basic idea is the same. The proposed method, ROSC, in this study, being different from OSC, uses a special region of spectra to estimate the variations in interference components and remove these components for other regions, while OSC only uses one fixed region of spectra to calculate OSC components and remove them in the same region. In this region, not only the interference components, but also the interested components are contained.
A clear advantage of ROSC is that the orthogonal components estimated by ROSC are more interpretable than OSC components obtained by OSC, because one can select a spectral region to remove signals of a special component such as water. In this paper, another chemometric method, moving window partial least squares (MWPLSR), 18 is also used for the measurement of blood glucose. MWPLSR is a spectral interval selection method. With MWPLSR, regions containing useful information for PLS building (informative regions) can be selected. The informative regions often improve PLS model performances comparing with those of PLS model developed by using the whole region spectra.
Theory
Moving window partial least squares regression (MWPLSR) 18 Moving window partial least squares (MWPLSR) is a spectral interval selection method by which one can obtain some useful information about informative regions and uninformative regions. Informative regions often correspond to spectral bands. With such regions or their combinations, multivariate calibration models may be built often with better performances than those of the model including the whole spectral range. Contrarily, uninformative regions cannot be expected to use for good models building, but may provide some information about background or interference components. In the present study, informative regions are used to build PLS models for the measurement of glucose, and uninformative regions are employed to help the selection of a spectral range for the pretreatment of spectra to remove water interference signals. MWPLSR was proposed recently by our group. An overview of this method is given here. Its more detailed description can be found in our previous paper. 18 The indirect calibration model routinely used in multicomponent spectral analysis can be described as follows:
where X is a m × n matrix collecting m spectra in rows, each row including n elements, i.e., n spectral points, y is a m × 1 vector of concentration of samples, m and n are numbers of samples and wavelength or wavenumber points, respectively, e is the error vector with m elements, and b represents the regression coefficient. In MWPLSR, a spectral window that starts at the ith spectral channel and ends at the (i + h -1)th spectral channel is constructed, where h is the window size. The window is moved over the whole spectral region, say i changes from 1 to n -h + 1. Totally there are n -h + 1 windows over the whole spectra, each window corresponding to a subset of the original spectral X. One may build PLS models with varying PLS component numbers from 1 to a fixed value k, and then calculate the sums of squared residuals (SSR) for each subset. After calculations for all the subsets, SSR is plotted as a function of the position of the window i. This will yield a number of residue lines, each line associated with the SSR for a certain model dimensionality (PLS components number) in the corresponding window position. A figure containing such residual lines provides two kinds of information. The first kind is the information about informative regions, which have relatively small values of SSR and normally show upside-down peaks (refer to Fig. 2 ). Another kind is the information about the estimation of PLS component numbers. 18 
Orthogonal signal correction (OSC)
Orthogonal signal correction (OSC) was proposed by Wold et al., 14 and developed by others. [15] [16] [17] The purpose of OSC is to remove strong structured variation from spectra that is not correlated to concentration, i.e., that is orthogonal to concentration.
It is assumed that an m × n matrix X collecting spectra in rows of m samples and an m × 1 vector y collecting concentrations of m samples are column mean centered. A subspace can be calculated by w = X T y. Here, the superscript T denotes transpose. A projection operator worth associated with the orthogonal complement of w may be expressed as Worth = Iw(w T w)
Here, I is an identity matrix. It is proved that any 1340 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES SEPTEMBER 2004, VOL. 20 column vector in the matrix Xorth obtained by projecting X to worth is orthogonal to y: Xorth = XWorth = X -Xw(w
Obviously, any column vector in Xorth is y-orthogonal and is a possible score vector torth to construct OSC component. In OSC, a score vector tosc that accounts for the largest variation in Xorth is selected. Therefore, singular value decomposition is performed for the matrix Xorth, Xorth = USV T , and the first p columns in U are considered as the scores Tosc of p OSC components, Tosc = [tosc,1, tosc,2, ..., tosc,p] = [u1, u2, ..., up]. Clearly, Tosc is orthogonal to y, because of the orthogonality between Xorth and y, and Tosc shows the feature of column orthonormality, i.e., Tosc T Tosc = I. Thus, loadings of p OSC components will easily be calculated by the least square method, Posc = X T Tosc(Tosc T Tosc) -1 = X T Tosc. OSC components that contain the largest variation are orthogonal to the concentration vector y, i.e., not correlated to y at all, and will be removed from X, Xnew = X -ToscPosc
OSC has some different versions [14] [15] [16] [17] with different algorithms and these often give slightly different results. There are drawbacks with these OSC algorithms. 19 The measurement error in y is fully disregarded because absolute orthogonality is demanded for the OSC components in X. This conflict has manifested itself in such a way that complete orthogonality is not obtained by some of the algorithms, 14, 15 or the final OSC component does not lie in the X-space. 17 The latter introduces new components outside the X-space into the corrected matrix when the OSC component is deflated. Fearn's algorithm, 16 which uses only least squares steps, does not have these problems, but is suboptimal in describing the maximum variance of X with the OSC component.
In this study, Fearn's OSC algorithm was used.
Region orthogonal signal correction (ROSC)
OSC is performed based on the estimation of loadings Posc and scores Tosc of OSC components, and the weights Wosc are also needed as calculating scores for prediction, i.e., tnew = xnewWosc. Here, xnew and tnew are a spectrum (a row vector) and scores of a new sample, respectively. Wosc, Posc and Tosc are important in OSC, and can be estimated by the training data set. The systematic variation that is unrelated to y (orthogonal to y) is due to a change in e.g. light scattering or differences in spectroscopic path length or interference of other components. Clearly, the removal of OSC components concerns such systematic variation. In some cases, the source of systematic variation is very clear, e.g., the background in spectra or the interference of a component is very severe. The removal of such special kinds of systematic variation is certainly demanded. In this study, the interference of water, which is the main interference component, should be a matter of great concern. In normal OSC, a fixed spectral region, as discussed above, is used for the estimation of loadings, loading weights and scores of OSC components and the further model building with the spectra in which the OSC components have been removed. That is to say, the spectra X, used to calculate Wosc, Posc and Tosc, have the same spectral region as those used to remove orthogonal components and those used to build a calibration model. In fact, wide region spectra measured contain information for different components, e.g., a region that corresponds to an absorption band of a component that can be selected for the model building, and some other regions correspond to the background or interference components. In the spectra used in this paper, the spectral region around 1440 nm shows high absorbance of water. The spectra including this region are certainly not suitable for the model building in the determination of glucose because of its severe interference, but these spectra are more suitable for the estimation of the variation of the component of water than other spectral regions. Therefore, they are expected to become a candidate for the estimation of orthogonal components removed. Based on this basic idea, we propose a region orthogonal signal correction (ROSC) algorithm.
In ROSC, two spectral data sets in different regions denoted by X0 and X, respectively, are concerned. X0 is used to estimate weights Wrosc and scores Trosc of orthogonal components, while X is used in the calculation of loadings Prosc and the sequent removal of orthogonal components from X, as well as the model building. Certainly, in the case when the same region is used for X0 and X, i.e., X0 = X, ROSC and OSC are the same. The calculation procedure of ROSC is given as follows (refer to Fearn's OSC algorithm). 16 1. Define M matrix with X0 and y, M = I -X0 T y(y T X0X0 T y) -1 y T X0.
2. Let Z = X0M, and use a singular value decomposition of Z to calculate singular values S0 matrix and eigenvectors U0, Z = U0S0V0 T , where the first p largest singular value λi (i = 1, 2, ..., p) contain in the first p columns of S0 matrix, the p corresponding eigenvectors ui (i = 1, 2, ..., p) contain in U0.
3. Calculate weights of orthogonal components wrosc,i by wrosc,i = MX0 T uiλi. Wrosc will be constructed by Wrosc = [wrosc,1 wrosc,2 ... In the prediction for a new sample, spectra x0 and x having the same spectral regions as those of X0 and X, respectively, can be used, coupled with Wrosc and Prosc, to calculate its scores, tnew = x0Wrosc, and to calibrate its spectra x by xnew = x -tnewProsc T .
Experimental

NIR spectra measurements
A NIR measurement system was developed to measure the spectra of skin. 11, 12 It consists of a tungsten halogen lump, an optical fiber bundle with two probes, a switching device for selecting a signal from the probe, a flat field type grating, a 256 InGaAs photodiode array sensor extended to a cut-off wavelength of 2100 nm, a 16 bit A/D converter, and a signal processor. The actual optical fiber probe designed for the system consists of one central detector optical fiber and twelve source optical fibers arranged in a circle. The optical fiber bundle is divided into two parts at the radiation source end, one part transmitting radiation to the reference site that is connected to a standard reflectance target, and the other transmitting radiation to the measurement site that is placed vertically on the skin surface when skin spectra are measured. For the measurements of NIR spectra of skin, a subject sat quietly on a chair, and then the optical fiber probe was placed vertically on the forearm. The contact pressure of the probe to the skin was maintained at 470 gf/cm 2 and the temperature of the measurement site was also kept at 35˚C by using a plate-type elastic heater and electrical thermostat during the measurements. It takes about 1 min to measure a skin spectrum. The spectral sampling interval is about 3 nm, which corresponds to the width of each element of the array photodiode. For the oral glucose intake experiment, each subject drank 225 mL of 1341 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES SEPTEMBER 2004, VOL. 20 glucose solution containing 50 g of glucose 30 min after measurement. It took about 4 h altogether to complete one oral glucose intake experiment. Skin spectra were measured every 5 min during the oral glucose intake experiments. The blood glucose contents were also measured by a finger-stick-type blood glucose meter just 1 min before each spectral measurement. Details about the NIR measurement system and the measurement procedure were reported in references. 11, 12 
Data analysis
One data set containing spectra in the 1212 -1889 nm region and concentrations of glucose measured at 48 time points for the oral glucose intake experiment was selected. The concentration in the data set changes from approximate 80 mg/dL to the largest value of 176.00 mg/dL, and then reduces to 60 mg/dL about during the experiment. The mean concentration is 110.70 mg/dL. All spectra were pretreated by multiplicative signal correction (MSC) first. Then, the 48 spectra and concentration data were separated into four segments selected randomly, each containing 12 data for the cross validation testing. PLS1 method was used to correlate the spectra against the concentrations. All the calculations were performed by inhouse-written programs in MATLAB 5.3 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA).
Results and Discussion
Interference of water Figure 1 shows 48 spectra in the 1212 -1889 nm region of skin measured in vivo by the new system. Figure 1 also depicts a NIR spectrum of powder glucose. It is clearly seen from Fig.  1 that glucose has absorption bands in the 1530 -1830 nm region, while water shows a high absorption signal in the wide range of 1370 -1889 nm, especially in the region around 1440 nm. It is noted that there is a large amount of water in blood. Therefore, water is a severe interference component for the determination of glucose. In order to search for informative and uninformative regions, MWPLSR is performed for the whole region spectra first. The calculated residue lines are shown in Fig. 2 . Two informative regions can be found from Fig. 2 , say, the ranges of 1240 -1320 and 1600 -1730 nm. The former region contains relatively weak absorption bands, but in that region there is less interference of water (Fig. 1) . The latter one is a part of the region (1450 -1800 nm) of glucose absorption bands. In this part the interference from water is also weak. If the whole region (1212 -1889 nm) spectra were selected to build a PLS regression model to the glucose concentration, the model could not show good calibration and prediction performances because of the interference of water. From Table  1 (the first row) one can find the PLS components number and root mean square error of cross validation (RMSECV) of the model with the whole region, which are 7 and 19.9165 mg/dL, respectively.
Spectra pretreated by orthogonal signal correction (OSC) and region orthogonal signal correction (ROSC)
OSC aims at removing strong structured variation from the whole region spectra that is orthogonal to the concentration of the interested component. [14] [15] [16] [17] OSC procedure with one orthogonal component removed was performed for the whole region spectra of the skin data set. Then, residue lines of the OSC-pretreated spectra were calculated by MWPLSR. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . Comparing with the residue lines obtained from the original spectra (Fig. 2) , the plot in levels are larger than those of the ranges of 1240 -1320 and 1600 -1730 nm. This indicates that PLS models developed by using OSC-pretreated spectra may not be yield good prediction results. Instead of using the whole region, ROSC selects a special region to estimate loading weights and scores of orthogonal components for the calculation of orthogonal components. We selected a special region according to the residue lines plot in Fig. 2 for ROSC procedure. It is clear that the region of 1404 -1454 nm has the highest error level in the whole region in Fig. 2 because of the high interference of water. This region is apparently an uninformative region. It is considered to be reasonable to select this uninformative region to perform ROSC, because the absorption from water in this region is the highest and reflects the variation of the interference component of water (refer to Fig. 1 ). With the uninformative region of 1404 -1454 nm, ROSC with one orthogonal component removed was carried out. We also used the ROSCpretreated spectra to calculate residue lines by MWPLSR; these are shown in Fig. 4 . One can see that the position of two informative regions in Fig. 4 is similar to that of the original spectra in Fig. 2 . However, the first informative region widens its spectral range from 1240 -1320 nm to 1240 -1360 nm, and the error levels of the two informative regions, especially that of the region of 1600 -1730 nm, decrease significantly. These changes can be explained by the decrease of water interference.
Therefore, it is expected that ROSC-pretreated spectra may provide better performance of PLS models than that obtained by using the original spectra or the OSC-pretreated spectra.
Comparison of prediction ability between models developed by using OSC-and ROSC-pretreated spectra
The discussion above suggests that the ROSC-pretreated spectra are more powerful than the OSC-pretreated spectra. To compare their differences, we established PLS models built from the OSC-and ROSC-pretreated spectra obtained by OSC and ROSC with different numbers of orthogonal components removed for the whole spectral region (1212 -1889 nm). Segments cross validation was used to calculate root mean square error of cross validation (RMSECV) for testing the performance of the models. Figure 5 shows the changes in RMSECV with the increase in the PLS components number. In Fig. 5 , the numbers marked for different lines indicate the numbers of orthogonal components removed. For OSC method (left plot in Fig. 5) , the optimal PLS components number decreases from six to two with the increase of orthogonal components removed from one to five, but RMSECV shows almost no change from the value of about 19.9 mg/dL. This result is quite similar to that reported by Fearn. 16 Contrarily, for the ROSC method (right plot in Fig. 5 ), PLS components do not change (equal to six) with the increase of orthogonal components removed, but the RMSECV decreases significantly. When the number of orthogonal components removed is one, RMSECV equals 20.2300 mg/dL. This value is larger than that obtained by using original spectra (19.9165 mg/dL, refer to the first row in Table 1 ). When the orthogonal components removed are more than one, RMSECV shows a lower value (from 18.7 to 19.1 mg/dL). Therefore, ROSC exhibit some potential for the improvement of PLS model performance.
Selection of spectral regions to improve PLS model performance
In our previous studies, 18, 20, 21 informative regions obtained by MWPLSR often showed potential to improve PLS model performance. In this study, we have also selected some informative regions to build PLS models. Informative regions for the original spectra, OSC-pretreated spectra and ROSCpretreated spectra can be selected from Figs. 2 -4 , respectively. The selected informative regions are 1240 -1320 and 1600 -1730 nm for the original spectra, 1240 -1320 and 1600 -1730 nm for the OSC-pretreated spectra, and 1240 -1360 and 1600 -1730 nm for the ROSC-pretreated spectra. With these selected regions and the whole region, PLS models were developed and correlation coefficients (R) of calibrations and RMSECV were calculated with the segments cross validation method for the three different kinds of spectra. Their results are listed in Tables 1 -3 spectra. The main reason of this is that OSC procedure removes orthogonal (unrelated) components to the spectra, thus improving the calibrations. The ROSC-pretreated spectra supply similar improvement of the correlations (OSC and ROSC show similar values of R). But their prediction ability is quite different. RMSECV is 19.9165 mg/dL in seven PLS components with the whole region of spectra, while when informative regions are used, the PLS number will reduce, and RMSECV will increase with informative region 1 of 1240 -1320 nm and decrease with informative region 2 of 1600 -1730 nm. Normally, the use of an informative region will obtain a PLS model with relatively small value of RMSECV or RMSEP and small PLS dimensionality. 18 Informative region 1 shows larger RMSECV because the absorption in this region is very low. Informative region 2 can provide a good performance model with significant decrease of RMSECV (17.1708 mg/dL) and PLS number (4) . For the OSC-pretreatment spectra (Table  2) , when the whole region is used, as mentioned above, one can save one PLS component for each OSC component removal, but cannot improve the model performance, i.e., RMSECV has almost a constant value (rows 1 -3 in Table 2 ). A similar phenomenon can be observed in Table 2 (rows 5 -7 in Table 2 ), say OSC-pretreatment spectra in the 1600 -1730 nm region cannot improve RMSECV, although the number of PLS components reduces. Informative region 1 also cannot provide a satisfactory model with a small value of RMSECV (refer to row 4 in Table 2 ).
From Table 3 , performance of PLS models with ROSCpretreatment spectra can be found. It is clear that RMSECV can be reduced in the case of two orthogonal components removed when the whole region is used (see rows 1 -3 in Table 3 ). For informative region 1 (see rows 4 -6 in Table 3 ), although it is larger than that obtained by using the original spectra in the whole region, RMSECV (about 20.1 mg/dL) is much smaller than that for the OSC-pretreatment spectra in the same region (informative region 1, about 23.1 mg/dL). The increase in the number of removed orthogonal components will reduce RMSECV slightly. One can surprisedly see that RMSECV can quite significantly decrease to 15.8911 mg/dL when the ROSCpretreatment spectra is used in informative region 2 and one orthogonal component is subtracted (see rows 7 in Table 3 ). When more than one orthogonal component is subtracted, RMSECV increases. The reason for this may be that one orthogonal component removed is enough; otherwise when more than one orthogonal components are removed, the noise signal will be concerned as the orthogonal component and result in the destruction of the model.
Conclusion
This paper has reported a novel chemometric method for the pretreatment of spectra named region orthogonal signal correction (ROSC), the aim in this study is to remove interference signals mainly due to water from the NIR spectra of the skin. The difference between ROSC and normal OSC is that the former uses a special region of spectra for the estimation of scores and weights of orthogonal components, while the latter only uses one fixed region of spectra to calculate loadings, scores and weights of OSC components. A clear advantage of ROSC is that one can select a spectral region to remove the variation of a special component such as water, and is more interpretable than OSC. Another advantage of ROSC is potential improvement for the PLS model performance. The region of 1404 -1454 nm has been selected as the special region in ROSC because it is an uninformative region for the measurement of glucose and shows the highest absorption of water among the whole region in the spectra used in this study. The application of ROSC to the whole region spectra shows that it can remove part of the interference signal of water and can further improve the performance of the PLS model built for the determination of glucose. Another chemometric technique, 
